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February 28, 2008 
 
 

HOUSE EXECUTIVE MESSAGE NO. 50 
 
 
The Honorable Ben Lujan 
Speaker of the House 
New Mexico House of Representatives 
State Capitol Building 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 
 
Honorable Speaker Lujan and Members of the House: 
 
Pursuant to the Constitution of the State of New Mexico, Article IV, Section 22, I hereby 
VETO and return HOUSE BILL 180, as amended, which was enacted during the Forty-
Eighth Legislature, Second Session, 2008. 
 
House Bill 180 began as a well-intentioned effort to improve the access of New Mexicans 
to healthy foods. I agree with the Legislature that this goal is worth pursuing, and that the 
legacy of Representative Manuel Herrera should be honored by continued efforts along 
these lines. Unfortunately, House Bill 180, as drafted, would not achieve the goals set by 
the Legislature or the late Representative Herrera.   
 
Accordingly, I must veto House Bill 180.  In its passage through the Legislature, the bill 
was amended in such a way as to make it unacceptable.  
 
First, the House Appropriations and Finance Committee deleted the entire appropriation. 
Later, the Legislature included a much smaller appropriation, $52,000, in Senate Bill 165 
to accomplish the purposes of House Bill 180. Given the need in New Mexico for access 
to healthy foods and the important work contemplated for the Board, the amount of 
money currently set aside for this effort is insufficient to engender any real progress. 
Future legislation on this subject could certainly benefit from careful consideration in the 
interim of the proposed duties of the Board and a more precise determination of the 
appropriate level of necessary funding.  
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Second, a Senate floor amendment created a confusing and unnecessarily bureaucratic 
organizational structure. In its current form, the Secretary of the Department of 
Agriculture would be the Chair of the Healthy Food Initiatives Board, the Board would 
be administratively attached to the Economic Development Department, and a third State 
agency, the Department of Finance and Administration, would be charged with 
administering grants and loans made by the Board.  Vesting three different State agencies 
with significant duties all related to the activities of the Board would inevitably cause 
administrative confusion and delay.  
 
Finally, and most importantly, I veto House Bill 180 because it intrudes on the executive 
function. As introduced, the bill would have provided the Healthy Food Initiatives Board 
with authority to adopt rules necessary for the implementation of the Act. However, at the 
final hour the Senate amended the bill to require approval from an interim Legislative 
committee prior to Board adoption of rules. State agencies must retain a measure of 
flexibility and discretion in order to adequately fulfill the constitutional powers vested in 
the Executive branch, namely to take care that the laws of this State are faithfully 
executed. A legislative stamp of approval on rules promulgated by executive agencies is 
neither necessary nor desirable for the effective functioning of state government.  
 
For these reasons, signature of this bill is not appropriate at this time. 
 
Respectfully yours, 
 
 
 
Bill Richardson 
Governor 
 
 
 
RECEIVED FROM THE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR: 
 
 
Time: _______a.m./p.m.  by: 
Date: _______2008    ________________________ 
      Chief Clerk of the Senate 
 
Time: _______a.m./p.m.  by: 
Date: _______2008    ________________________ 
      Secretary of State 
 


